KOV-GSV-RM GOLDTOUCH SEMI-VERTICAL MOUSE
WIRED (RIGHT-HANDED) MEDIUM
KOV-GSV-RMW GOLDTOUCH SEMI-VERTICAL MOUSE
WIRELESS (RIGHT-HANDED) MEDIUM W/ DONGLE

GOLDTOUCH SEMI-VERTICAL MOUSE

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

The Goldtouch Semi-Vertical Mouse was created with an optimal
slope of 66° for the user who wants a mouse that is midway
between a traditional ergonomic mouse and vertical mouse.
Unlike vertical mice, you’ll have the power of gravity on your side
when it comes to clicking, so you won’t have to use as much
movement between the thumb and fingers (which in turn can
require more pinching of your muscles and nerves).

Offering 3 different DPI settings on wireless (800, 1200, and 1600),
as well as 4 DPI settings on wired (1000, 1500, 2000, 2500), this
mouse will handle a variety of mousing needs to ensure your
mouse cursor moves smoothly. Just press the DPI button and
move the mouse to select your preferred mode. This mouse also
comes with a detachable Ergo-grip flange accessory to handle a
variety of mousing tasks for maximum comfort and performance.
A second option to achieve precision mousing requires no
attachment flange.

Ideal Slope: 66° slope creates optimal comfort
and hand/wrist positioning.
Flange Accessory: Detachable Ergo-grip flange
keeps palm off the surface of the desk.
Comfortable Feel: Anti-slip texture grip
and rubberized coating provide maximum comfort.
Forward/Back Keys: Page forward or Page
back with convenient thumb keys.
Adjustable Weights: Four detachable 5g block
weights for customized weighting.
Plug & Play: Wireless USB 2.4 Ghz receiver
allows for quick set up.

66°
The Goldtouch Semi-Vertical
Mouse is perfectly sloped at 66°,
and the Ergo-grip flange accessory
is detachable to help customize
your mousing experience.

Ergo-grip flange accessory keeps palm
from resting on the desk surface providing
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maximum hand and wrist support.
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